Subaru impreza exhaust system

Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons
will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! At Andy's Auto Sport, we have a huge
variety of performance exhaust systems so that you have all the options you want. Our store is
full of truck exhaust systems, car exhaust systems, diesel exhaust systems, SUV exhaust
systems, dual exhaust systems, and cat-back exhausts, so take a look at our fantastic selection.
Select Your Vehicle. Year ARK Performance. Buddy Club. DC Sports. Spec D. Stainless Works.
Tanabe Racing Development. Thermal Research. Injen Catback Exhaust. Fits: Subaru Impreza;
2. Tanabe Medalion Touring Exhaust System. Not able to find what you are looking for? Most
exhaust systems are also referred to as cat-back exhausts. This is because in general,
aftermarket exhausts are made to start from the catalytic converter and go back. Some
manufacturers make axle-back exhausts, which do not include the segment of exhaust piping
between the catalytic converter and the rear axle of the vehicle. Many people buy exhaust
systems so their car or truck will sound better. So there are a lot of good products on the
market to choose from. If manufacturers make sound clips available for exhausts, we will have a
link to it from the detail page of the product listing for the part. If you have any questions about
exhaust systems we carry, contact us any time! Q: What does an ehaust system do? Why buy
an exhaust system? A: A performance exhaust system is used to increase horsepower for your
car by allowing exhaust gases to pass through your exhaust system with less backpressure and
less resistance. Larger-diameter piping is normally used, depending on the application, in order
to gain more horsepower and torque levels throughout the power band. A performance exhaust
system can be the most cost-effective modification you can do to get more horsepower out of
your car, not to mention that it will give your car a deeper more aggressive sound. And
depending on the brand, performance exhaust systems normally include gorgeous new
mufflers that add a great appearance to your car. Q: How do you install an exhaust system? A:
Exhaust systems are installed using the supplied hardware, which includes gaskets and high
grade bolts. This is truly a bolt-on procedure and most exhaust systems are an exact fit with no
modifications needed. For this reason, getting a performance exhaust system is normally
considered one of the easiest ways to gain noticeable horsepower for your car. Q: What exactly
does "cat-back" mean when people say "cat-back exhaust"? A: Many performance exhaust
systems are also referred to as cat-back exhausts. Cat-back means that the exhaust piping
starts from your catalytic converter and runs back all the way to the exhaust tip s. Q: Does a
cat-back exhaust come with a catalytic converter? A: No, "cat-back" actually means from the
rear of the catalytic converter back, so it will include everything after the converter, but not the
converter itself. Filter Your Results. Exhaust Systems ARK Performance 9. AVO 6. Apexi 6.
Borla 9. Buddy Club 1. DC Sports 2. Greddy 6. HKS Injen 2. Invidia MagnaFlow 7. Rev9Power 2.
Spec D 6. Stainless Works 4. Tanabe Racing Development 2. Thermal Research 1. Tomioka 3.
TurboXS See More Brands See Less Brands Exhaust Finish. Black 1. Stainless Steel Titanium 1.
Exhaust Type. Cat-Back Tip Finish. Tecno 2. Titanium Tip Type. Rolled 3. Single 4. Choose Your
Vehicle:. Check out this video where we break down all the basics about buying an exhaust
system at Andy's Auto Sport. We explain what a "cat-back" exhaust is, and we also explain why
some exhaust systems are more expensive than others. We also explain why an exhaust system
should be your very first purchase if you're looking to add more horsepower to your car or
truck. After you watch this video, you should be fully informed and ready to choose which
exhaust to buy from Andy's. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service.
About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer
Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club
Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. System features a polished T stainless steel tip. Each
system is built from premium T austenitic stainless steel, superior to T series knockoffs such as
, to give you the absolute best in performance and durability. This system includes functioning
active exhaust valves, similar to those in the stock exhaust, and is recommended for most
customers. Active exhaust valves in this system will improve sound quality. This system
includes active exhaust valve simulators and is recommended for cars with significant
modifications. The active exhaust valves in the stock exhaust have been removed, valve
simulator mounts on the outside of the pipe allow the stock valve motors to be re-attached to
prevent an error code. Borla will warranty black coatings, tip finishes, and carbon fiber parts for
one year. However, operations including, but not limited to welding, brazing, or thermal cutting
can expose you to chemicals including Chromium, Nickel, Cobalt, Arsenic, Cadmium and Lead
which are known to the State Of California to cause cancer, birth defects and other reproductive
harm. For more information go to Each system is built from premium T stainless steel, superior
to T series knockoffs such as , to give you the absolute best in performance and durability. Just
what you'd expect from the world's most experienced and most winning exhaust brand. This
system includes functioning active exhaust valves, similar to those in the stock exhaust, and is

recommended for most customers. Active exhaust valves in this system will improve sound
quality. This system includes active exhaust valve simulators and is recommended for cars with
significant modifications. The active exhaust valves in the stock exhaust have been removed,
valve simulator mounts on the outside of the pipe allow the stock valve motors to be
re-attached to prevent an error code. Borla will warranty black coatings, tip finishes, and carbon
fiber parts for one year. However, operations including, but not limited to welding, brazing, or
thermal cutting can expose you to chemicals including Chromium, Nickel, Cobalt, Arsenic,
Cadmium and Lead which are known to the State Of California to cause cancer, birth defects
and other reproductive harm. For more information go to Release the sounds of your boxer
engine! Replace your stock exhaust system to one of our aftermarket performance systems for
upgraded exhaust flow, and noise. Part Number: ETS Part Number: BOR Systems are designed
to utilize the factory catalytic converters in stock position so as to maintain street-legal status
and emissions compliance. NOTE: Race pipe and downpipe are included on a case-by-case
basis. Please check note and confirm before ordering. This exhaust features a true 3. They use
V-band connections on all connections except the factory 2 bolt for a leak proof seal no gaskets
to blow out or replace! The Invidia Q Exhaust has been designed to be a quality exhaust for
those in the market who wants something that delivers performance, without compromising on
quality. Compatible with both manual and automatic transmissions. The WRX exhaust is
extremely quiet in stock form. Our resonated exhaust, although not much louder than stock, still
provides WHP and a much better sounding exhaust note compared to stock. Get your entire
exhaust system ordered with just one item! Save money too! Check out the specs below on this
powerful exhaust. PERRIN mufflers and flange connections are 3" throughout the entire length,
not necked down, for ultra-smooth transitions throughout the system. Midpipe for version 2
TurboXS exhaust systems. Unlike our original midpipe design which was designed to be used
only with a TurboXS downpipe, this midpipe was designed to work with both TurboXS and any
stock replacement downpipes. Both front and rear flanges are in the stock location. Borla
stainless steel S-Type rear section exhaust systems once again have proven why Borla has led
the aftermarket performance exhaust industry for over 30 years. All Stainless Steel construction
with 3. Bring out that nice "Boxer Rumble" and let them know that there's a little something
under the hood! The Forester XT Exhaust uses our 3 inch from the front flange all the way to our
Staight through design muffler with a 3. This is hands the the best sounding exhaust for the
Forester XT and to top it all off it doesn't reduce down to 2. You should see a whp gain with this
catback without a problem. This is the perfect upgrade to your exhaust, the benefit of reducing
backpressure on turbocharged cars will net huge power gains. In life good things come with the
bad, in this case there are none. Offering huge power gains over stock and a awesome exhaust
note to match it's distinct Race N1 Style Muffler. Full 3 inch from the turbo all the way out to the
tip, rest assured this is the last exhaust you will have to buy for your monster capable of flowing
enough to support a whp Subaru. A 3" straight through design unleashes all the power your
engine can make. Exhaust Systems Release the sounds of your boxer engine! Show : 20 40
Previous 1 2 3 4 5 Next. View Product. Perrin Cat Back Exhaust 3. Perrin Cat Back Exhaust 2.
For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Subaru Exhaust System. Refine by:. Exhaust System part. System Type.
Shop Subaru Exhaust System. Showing 1 - 15 of 35 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part
Number: F Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Blue 4 Cyl 2.
HyperBlue 4 Cyl 2. Part Number: M Vehicle Fitment - Subaru Legacy 2. Product Details Notes :
Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 8 x 14 in. Product Details Notes : Includes - Mounting
hardware, 5 x 8 x 18 in. Product Details Notes : Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 14 in. Product
Details Notes : 4 in. Vehicle Fitment Subaru Impreza 2. Part Number: B Tip, Single Right Rear
Exit. Into Muffler Dual 2 in. Out, Incl. Into 2 in. Outlet; Incl. Product Details
1996 honda 300 fourtrax parts
mitsubishi lancer headlight bulb
seat ibiza handbook
Notes : 4. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 35 results. Subaru Exhaust System Models. Subaru
Crosstrek Exhaust System. Subaru Impreza Exhaust System. Subaru Legacy Exhaust System.
Subaru Exhaust System Customer Reviews. Jul 18, The review was clear and concise. Marty
Glover. Purchased on Jul 18, Jun 11, From the beginning, the straight pipe doesn't fit and
torques the whole system. This makes the pipes high on left and low on the right. This will need
the pipe to be professionally re-bent or replace the hangers with different lengths. It does sound
great. Not sure how much HP gain but that was not the only objective. I know it is getting better
gas milage. There are probably better Cat backs available. Hope this helped. Purchased on Mar

10, Helpful Automotive Resources. An engine knock sounds like someone knocking on the front
door. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

